Current CAD systems encode shape semantics as so called parametric features on different levels of abstraction. Here we discuss an approach that combines parametric modeling with techniques from the field of knowledge representation and ontological reasoning. Parametric models refer to feature ontologies that model feature semantics on several levels of granularity. On higher levels the interrelation between features and feature interoperability is captured whereas on lower levels a feature is described in terms of geometric, topological, and parametric entities. Different engineering tasks can utilize feature ontologies as a basis for application specific shape reasoning across several modeling layers.
Introduction
The way current CAx systems (Computer-Aided Conceptual Design, Manufacturing, Process Planning, Engineering, etc.) allow to capture semantic information on top of raw geometry data is to introduce features on different levels of modeling. Features are modeling entities characterizing commonly used shapes and associating them with relevant attributes to an application. They are used to reach a higher level of abstraction in the modeling process. Users of CAD applications can integrate features as high-level objects carrying semantics into their geometric models. This way the semantic interface to CAx modeling software is improved. On the other hand the inclusion of feature semantics provides for the possibility to reason about shapes on different levels of abstraction and allows semantically rich shape retrieval of models in large CAx libraries.
Currently the knowledge about what a feature constitutes is embedded in the underlying application together with the operations that are applied to features in order to combine them or to modify their intrinsic geometric parameters. We suggest to capture this knowledge in ontologies which can then be accessed by a CAx systems as well as other applications. An ontology is a means to model knowledge about an arbitrary domain of interest by identifying basic domain elements by concepts and interlinking them through semantic relationships. With this means for modeling knowledge the semantics of the domain can be made explicit in a declarative way, which makes it accessible for machines. Explicit knowledge can be used as input for reasoning algorithms in order to deduce implicit knowledge, i.e. statements that have not been explicitly modeled. In the context of shape modeling the domain(s) of interest would cover engineering knowledge on different levels ranging from basic geometrical and topological relationships to form features and higher-level application-specific features that carry semantics. Reasoning would amount to conclude implicit topological relationships as well as higher-level relations holding between features and can be applied to CAx or shape retrieval.
In this paper we present a model of representation layers for shape data as it is typically used by CAx applications. We exemplify how an ontological description of shape knowledge together with reasoning can be carried out on different layers of this model by describing reasoning scenarios. Altogether the scenarios show how concrete application tasks as CAx modeling or shape retrieval can benefit from the integration of semantic information from different layers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In paragraph 2 we give an overview on current research areas and activities that are related to feature-based modeling and ontology technologies. In paragraph 3 we introduce a layer model for shape information in CAx systems and give examples on how shape knowledge can be described and reasoned about on different layers. Finally, we mention some realization issues.
Related Research Areas
In CAx features are the means to incorporate semantic information about the form, function, and behavior of computer-generated models representing physical objects. Although there are many different definitions of features often related to the application domain in which they are used (see [1] [2] for domain dependent and generic feature definitions) their role in CAx can be seen as modeling entities that allow to characterize commonly used shapes and to associate them with a set of attributes relevant to an application. In this sense, features may be thought of as information clusters or concepts. They are intended to provide a natural way of storing and using engineering knowledge. In the context of CAx, entities of a geometric model, e.g., points, curves, and surfaces, provide a micro view to shape characteristics that are localized and separated from the overall function and behavior of the physical object being modeled. Features, in turn, provide a high level, or macro view, which can be understood as concepts of related facts and characteristics of the object [3] .
The intention of introducing feature technology is to enrich CAx systems with knowledge structures similar to those used in human cognition to provide an additional layer of information making those systems more useful for design and to integrate design with downstream applications in the product life cycle, e.g., analysis, assembly, manufacturing, maintenance, recycling [4] . One goal is to allow designers to communicate with the system on a higher abstraction level than geometry. The system knows the general characteristics of the used features -feature-based design (e.g., [2] ). Furthermore, it is able to use a sort of pattern matching in its reasoning -feature recognition -and it is able to discover errors in design specifications -feature validation (e.g., [5] ). However, theories based on cognitive schemata presume the existence of predefined structures, which is the reason that also feature-based models must be limited within a well-bounded application domain (e.g., design features for mechanical engineering or architecture, assembly features, inspection features, fixturing features, manufacturing features, cost features, etc.) defined as an aggregate of more generic features (e.g., form features and tolerance features).
Early research in feature technology dates back to the mid-1970s, using, for instance Grayer [6] , sectioning methods on 2 ½ dimensional geometry to detect manufacturing features for automated NC programming in computer-aided process planning. The first feature recognition approach based on reasoning about topological and geometric relationships and comparing features of the model to the characteristics of application features that need to be found has been introduced by Kyprianou [7] . Almost all subsequent methods for feature recognition have been based on this pattern matching idea in some form.
The idea of feature-based design was first proposed in the mid-1980s by Pratt and Wilson [8] . Since them the further development of feature technology has been closely related to the progress in parametric and variational design, where relationships between design parameters can be expressed in form of declarative geometric constraints, allowing the control of variations of designs applying modifications to the design parameters. Today, form features are typically defined as parametric models specifying the geometric and topological characteristics of the feature as well as its interrelationship to other features in the model [2] . Form features, e.g., holes, pockets, slots, steps, blendings, etc., provided by current commercial CAD systems typically use parametric definitions of form features, some of them allowing designers to define user-defined features as a combination of such basic features. Application specific design features typically are provided by specialised CAD systems, only. Examples are catalogues of predefined piping elements and valves for plant design or a set of joints for assembly modelling and for analysis of kinematic mechanisms. Feature-recognition, in turn, is still a research concentrated on manufacturing, where reasoning methods typically are implemented in form of algorithmic knowledge dedicated to special application domains. Different research prototypes use an integration of feature-based design and feature recognition to improve the integration of design with other downstream applications of the product life cycle. Aim of those systems is to provide different views to the product data, which share a common geometric, topologic, and parametric model, but with different feature models as semantic abstractions according to the different phases of the product life cycle. Examples of such integrated systems that also use reasoning on the parametric layer for feature mappings between different application contexts are Bronsvoort et al. [9] and De Martino et al. [10] .
Although several authors soon discussed the close relation between ontology theory and feature technology, the exploitation of this relation mostly is still limited to the definition of feature taxonomies. An overview about such ontology-based approaches towards feature specifications can be found in [1] .
An ontology is a means to model knowledge about a certain domain of interest mostly associated with a semantic network structure. Concepts out of the domain of interest are linked to each other by relationships that carry a semantic meaning. The fact that "every car contains an engine as part" could, for example, be modeled in an ontology that covers the domain of automobiles. In the context of shape modeling facts like 'the sum of any triangle's angles amounts to 180°' or 'the parallelism relationship is transitive' could occur as basic geometric knowledge. Most knowledge representations distinguish in some way between terminological and assertional knowledge. In this sense an ontology would be concerned with terminological knowledge since its concepts and relations can be seen as the terminology which is used to propose statements as in the above example. Assertional knowledge, on the other hand, binds objects of an interpretation domain to concepts and relations as their instances. A concrete car with a certain serial number would, for example, be an instance of the concept "Car" in an ontology about automobiles. Instances of concepts in a shape ontology could be the concrete occurrences of geometrical objects as curves and surfaces. With this means for modeling knowledge semantics can be made explicit in a declarative way, which makes it accessible for machines. Based on a knowledge representation mechanism as an ontology an information system can perform reasoning on the knowledge that has been made explicit. New facts can be derived from already known facts by reasoning algorithms that take the intrinsic semantics of the ontology language into account. This kind of reasoning can be applied to a wide range of application tasks and to arbitrary domains of interest.
Ontologies, declarative semantics and reasoning are ubiquitous in current Semantic Web research, where ontology description languages have emerged and are currently being further specified and standardized. The most significant among them is the RDF (Resource Description Framework) standard together with its extension RDFS (RDF Schema) both introduced by the W3C consortium [11] . On top of RDF(S) several other standards have been introduced like DAML+OIL [12] or OWL [13] which extend RDF(S) by a richer model-theoretic semantics imposing certain implications and constraints on predefined language constructs.
Currently used ontology description languages are based on logic formalisms that have been and are being studied in the area of artificial intelligence. Building a basis, first order predicate logic is widely used to express the semantics of knowledge representation formalism constructs. However, reasoning procedures in full first order logic are problematic in terms of decidability and computability. Therefore there are attempts to reduce the expressiveness of knowledge representation formalisms in order to make reasoning easier to handle. The most recent ontology languages DAML+OIL and OWL are based on description logics [14] as a decidable subset of first order predicate logic. On the other hand logics for frame-based systems have been introduced [15] , which resemble object-oriented programming schemes. We use the Frame-Logic notation in this paper to exemplify ontological descriptions and rules for different kinds of shape reasoning. An example for a reasoning system based on Frame-Logic (F-Logic) is given in [16] .
A research area that today addresses ontology aspects of shape to a much broader extend than feature technology is Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR), where qualitative knowledge on topology, distance and orientation as well as spatial changes of shape are explored to study spatial concepts from a cognitive point of view. In the work described in [17] , for instance, a description logic is applied to QSR over topological relations in 2D space based on the RCC8 calculus. QSR is successfully applied, for instance, to geographic information systems and robotic navigation. A good introduction to QSR and an overview about its theoretical results and application areas can be found in [18] . QSR, however, deals with discrete geometric surface and simplicial topological models of space and shape, which does not cover the application areas for reasoning along the product life cycle addressed in this paper. Nevertheless, QSR demonstrates the possible application of qualitative conceptualisation and reasoning techniques to shape related problem domains. It therefore contributes to the motivation to enhance computer-aided support for an integration of the product life cycle processes by ontological reasoning methods.
Studying the relevance of approaches to declarative, machine-processable semantics and ontological reasoning is motivated by the authors believe that such approaches provide a flexible platform to improve and extend the applications of reasoning techniques on information handled in CAx beyond the possibilities of current approaches to feature implementation.
A Layer Model for Reasoning about Shape Knowledge
CAx systems are typically organized in different layers, each handling a certain type of information and providing a set of operations that is mapped on the sub-sequent layer in the hierarchy (e.g., [2] ). Often these layers are realized as separate modules of CAx systems, with clearly defined interfaces between them. Historically, the introduction of different layers to CAx followed the sequence bottom-up, which also represents a shift from a micro-view on the lowest geometric layer to the macro-views in the different layers handling features. Vice versa, the granularity of the semantics handled in the different layers changes top-down from abstract and coarse to fine, where concepts and relationships of the upper layers are modeled in terms of concepts and relationships of the subsequent layers. Figure 1 shows the layering, which we will base our examples on. Some authors treat the assembly feature layer just as a special domain for application features. Here, however, we prefer to see the assembly layer as a separate and top-most layer, because it represents an interface to product data and product life cycle management systems, which today are kept separated from CAx systems. For the same reason, we also interpret CAx models to represent single parts of more complex assemblies or products.
Ontological reasoning can be carried out on any layer and applied in different application tasks, as featurebased modeling or shape retrieval. In the case of modeling the consequences of a high-level operation, as connecting two parts by a screw, can be propagated to lower levels by rules or consistency checks can be performed. In the case of retrieval the matching of shape models with semantic requirement specifications can be computed based on cross-layer inferencing. for the instances of C 1 an attribute A is defined, whose value must be a set of instances of C 2
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the instance O has an attribute A, whose value is a set which V belongs to Following, every layer will be shortly introduced, indicating its basic elements and the ontological concepts and relations to describe these elements. The intention is to provide readers with a background in CAx with a notion of ontologies and reasoning. Vice versa, readers with a background in ontology theory should get a brief introduction to the information and knowledge handled in CAx.
To exemplify the usage of ontologies for handling shape information in CAx we use the F-Logic formalism [15] . An overview of the F-Logic constructs used in the example scenarios is given in Table 1 .
Geometry Layer
Geometric Modeling plays a special role in CAx. Today it is still the lingua franca of engineering and recognized as a research area of its own. It studies computer-based representations of geometry and related information needed for supporting various computer-based applications in engineering design, analysis, manufacturing, and other areas with similar requirements. According to the definition of Shah and Mäntylä [3] it involves the study of data structures, algorithms and file formats for creating, representing, communicating and manipulating geometric information of physical objects, as well as related numerical and symbolic technical information. Neutral representations that can support a variety of applications are of particular interest.
The geometric primitives handled on the geometry layer of a CAx system are points, curves and surfaces, which have parameters according to the underlying mathematical representation form. An ontology about geometry knowledge would have these primitives as concepts as well as more specialized ones like Circle or Cylinder as special kinds of surfaces. Reasoning in the geometric layer is concerned with the geometric characteristics and interrelationships of geometric primitives. During the modeling process reasoning maps parameters of geometric concepts to concrete geometric elements. Figure 2 shows an example where a cylindrical surface is orthogonally intersected with a plane creating a circle with radius equal to that of the cylinder. Figure 3 illustrates an excerpt of an ontology that models shape knowledge on the geometry layer. The example covers those concepts for primitives and operations necessary to express the semantics of the intersection (Figure 2 ) as an entailment rule that derives a consequence (the intersection curve that is a circle with radius R) from an appropriate set of premises. 
Topology Layer
The topology of an object is handled within a boundary model, representing the object in terms of its boundaries, i.e. its skin (also called boundary representation -BRep). The topological primitives of a boundary model are faces, either enclosing a volume in the case of a solid model or open as in the case of a surface model (also called skin model), edges and vertices (see Figure 4 for an illustration). Sequences of edges building a closed ring are called a loop. Face sets that are not connected (topological separated skins) are called shells.
Every topological primitive has a relation to a geometric primitive defining its geometric characteristics: a face is related to a surface, an edge is related to a curve, and a vertex corresponds to a point. In the example of Figure 4 the shape and position of every face is defined by a corresponding plane. Every face is bounded by four edges, which are lines representing the intersection of the planes of two adjacent faces. Accordingly, every edge is bounded by two vertices defined by the intersection point of the three lines of the edges meeting in a corner. A detailed review about the evolution of boundary models is given by Shah and Mäntylä [14] . Accordingly, the concepts of an ontology representing topological knowledge would consist of vertices, edges, loops, faces, and shells.
Operations on boundary models are based on the point-set theory. Any point-set can be classified as in, out, or on the boundary. Boolean operations like union, difference, or intersection are used to build topologically valid objects. A cylinder, for instance, is defined as the intersecting point-sets of three half-spaces: all points insight the half-space defined by the top-plane, all points insight the half-space of the bottom face, and all points inside the cylindrical surface (see Figure 2 ). Note that on the geometric level planes and cylinders have infinite extensions dividing the space in two regions: The region in direction of the surface normal defining outsight and all points belonging to insight on the other side of the surface. All points of the boundary are also considered as being in. It follows the importance of orientation to boundary models.
A classical approach to reason about the validity of operations on boundary models is the Euler-Poincaré formula: A (manifold) boundary model is valid, if the number of vertices v, the number of edges e, the number of faces f, the number of shells s, the number of interior loops in faces (rings, representing holes in faces) r, and number of through holes h hold the equation: v -e + f = 2 (s -h) + r. Another area is the reasoning about topological equivalence. For instance, a block is topologically equivalent to a sphere; a block with a hole is topologically equivalent to a torus.
The examples in Figure 5 demonstrate some entailment rules modeling topological knowledge. The first rule concludes that a sequence of edges is a loop if start and end vertex are identical. The second rule derives the number of holes of a face from the number of inner loops (InnerBorders) of that face.
It should be noted that most feature recognition approaches operate on topological concepts using, which are linked by composition to geometrical concepts.
Parametrics Layer
Parametric modeling supports the generation of model variations through modification of dimensional and topological parameters. In dimensional parametrics, the geometry, position, or values of geometric parameters (distance, radius, etc.) of an object can be constraint or varied, but not the topological structure. Topological parametrics, in turn, allow to constraint or modify the topological structure. Today, engineers consider the parametrics of a model as the most relevant layer where the engineering knowledge about an object is captured and maintained. The basic primitives of the parametrics layers are geometric and topological constraints [2] [3] . Geometric constraints are those defining geometric relationships between vertices, edges, and faces, or their related points, curves, and surfaces, respectively. Examples are parallelism, coaxiality, orthogonality, etc. Another type of geometric constraints are functions specifying relationships between geometric parameters associated to geometric primitives (e.g., radius) or geometric constraints (e.g., the distance between two parallel linear edges or planar faces) and inequations to specify the range of parameter values (e.g., radius > 0). Topological constraints can be used, for instance, to make sure that a through hole maintains its topological nature throughout dimensional changes of the model or to declare that it is not allowed to cover a hole by subsequent operations. Again, ontological concepts at the parametrics layer coincide with the basic primitives of this layer, which are the different types of constraints and parameters. Reasoning on this layer is mainly concerned with avoiding over-constraint situations that have no solution or with completing under-constraint models. Another relevant aspect is to verify whether modifications in the parametric layer lead to valid models in the underlying topological layer. Figure 6 illustrates an example of an object that has been modeled by a boolean union operation, where the planar faces f1 and f2, and f2 and f3, respectively, have been defined to be orthogonal. As orthogonality between f1|f2, and f2|f3 implies that f1 and f3 have to be parallel, this relationship can be added to the parametric model creating also the corresponding distance parameter between these two planar faces.
Similar to the previous paragraphs, we show an example of a part of an ontology that models parametric knowledge (see Figure 7) . It covers the declaration of the facts, that orthogonal and parallel relationships can be applied to planar faces. Here the parametric concept PLANARFACE is linked to the topological concept FACE by subsumption. The first two entailment rules ensure the symmetry of these relations. The third rule infers that two planar faces are parallel if they are orthogonally linked via a third one.
Form Feature Layer
Form feature models are built by application independent form features and generic feature relationships. Form features are defined in terms of parametric, topological, and geometric characteristics and represent commonly used generic shapes [2] . Examples for form features are cylindrical or rectangular through holes, pockets, ribs, slots, steps, blendings, etc. Today, most CAD systems allow the definition of arbitrary profiles on a face of a boundary model, which then are extruded along a curve (e.g., extrusion of a circle along a line generates a cylinder). Depending on the direction of the extrusion curve, into or out of the object, this operation generates either a depression (concavity) or protrusion (convexity).
In the case of a depression the user may control, if the depression should be a through hole or a blind hole, i.e. a pocket. This interference between the form features of a model (the main body of an object is considered to be a form feature, too) is modeled by feature relationships. In the example above, such relationships may control the relative position of the profile within the face it was defined. The difference between a blind and through hole are established by different sets of geometric and topological constraints making sure that the design intention is maintained when instantiating the feature or when varying model parameters. Different form feature taxonomies have been proposed [3] [1], which to some extent are equivalent, although they depend on the specific functionality of the underlying layers. In any case, the features of such a taxonomy can be used to define a hierarchy of form feature concepts for a corresponding form feature ontology modeling generic shape knowledge.
Reasoning about these generic shapes, i.e. form features and their characteristics, take place at different stages of the object life cycle. The first is the reasoning about how to specify a form feature in terms of underlying parametric, topologic, and geometric concepts. The second is reasoning about the validity of form features after model modifications. Another reasoning is that of feature recognition. Figure 6 , for instance, shows an object that has been modeled as two rectangular ribs on a basic block. The same model could be recognized to consist of a block with the dimensions of the bounding box of the model having a rectangular slot. The parameters of the slot would be the width, which is the distance between the parallel inner faces of the slot as discussed above, and the depth, which would coincide with the height of the ribs.
The example illustrated in Figure 8 defines the concept of a rectangular hole and a possible entailment rule that infers that a rectangular hole must have four faces that build a sequence of orthogonal relationships on the parametric layer.
Closely related to feature recognition, form feature models are also the layer in which model retrieval can be anchored. An example could be to retrieve all models that have a circular through hole with a specific radius fitting with a part that has a corresponding cylindrical protrusion. One goal could be to find all possible pairs of parts that can be assembled to a revolute joint. In this case the retrieval would make use of ontological knowledge as shown in Figure 8 in order to map form feature-level descriptions to lowerlevel constraints and parameter values. A block having a rectangular hole could be retrieved without being semantically tagged as such.
Application Feature Layer
Concepts in the application feature layer are all meaningful elements within an application domain. Application domains can be understood in two ways. One is the application domain defined by the phase of the product life cycle, where design, planning, manufacturing, maintenance, and recycling might be distinguished. Another is the application area, like, for instance, mechanical engineering, plant design, or architecture. In either case, application features are linked to underlying form features by subsumption or composition on the ontological level. One kind of reasoning at the application layer maps application concepts to lower-level entities. Another kind of reasoning is concerned with the validity of models. The example in Figure 10 shows how the accessibility of a building ( Figure 9 ) can be deduced by an entailment rule. The rules of the example infer that a building has a door, if some wall has a slot, i.e. the door. A retrieval example in the shoe-manufacturing domain could be to find female shoe models with a heel higher than 5 cm.
Assembly Layer
Finally there is the assembly layer where parts are assembled to products. Consequently the concepts of this layer are parts, which subsume application features and connectors.
Connectors are either joints with remaining degrees of freedom to build mechanisms or they are mating relations to fix parts together.
Reasoning in this layer is concerned with the semantics of the functionality of complex assemblies. Assembly structures are already defined in the early conceptual and embodiment design phase, where the function of a product and its layout composed by parts and their interrelationships are defined, which are then further detailed in lower layers.
Realization Issues
In the previous section we have shown how ontological reasoning about shapes may look like on different layers of abstraction in CAx applications by providing exemplary scenarios. For a concrete CAx application it has to be decided individually on which layers the ontological approach should be applied in order for the application to fulfill its tasks. For the example of 3D modeling the lower layers like geometry and topology are already well covered by algorithmic implementations performing efficient operations.
The parametric layer and the closely related form feature layer, in turn, are worthwhile to be further exploited towards ontological reasoning mechanisms. Both, however, are closely encapsulated into CAx systems, making their semantics explicit to the user, but not to external machine reasoning. Currently, the representation of parametrics and parametrically defined form features are under standardization within the ISO-STEP community (ISO 10303 [20] ). Today, ISO only provides a standard for the exchange of geometric and boundary models. The aim of developing a standard for parametrics is to extend the exchange of product data models between different CAx systems by semantics that can be expressed through parametric models. Such standardized STEP models including parametrics would then allow for external reasoning on that semantics.
On the other side, parametric and form feature models are seen as semantic networks and hierarchical constraint satisfaction problems, which offer a system structure suitable for applying ontological reasoning techniques. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to analyze in detail how semantic reasoning approaches could be incorporated into corresponding CAx systems to improve their capabilities.
Today, engineering environments are divided into two families of systems. The first family is that of the CAx systems. The second are product data management (PDM) systems, which engineers use to organize the logical structure of products, for instance assembly structures. Furthermore, PDM systems are used for revision management. Latest developments head towards the management of product configurations and the management of the total product life cycle. PDM systems refer to CAx models as documents for which they maintain relevant meta data. Therefore, it is feasible to integrate ontological reasoning techniques into PDM, which would be an approach similar to that of semantic web applications.
At the interface between PDM and CAx the feature layers would be the right entry point for applying ontological reasoning techniques on domain-specific semantics. However, to allow applications to benefit from knowledge modeled on any of the layers for crosslevel inferencing on a broad range, it is necessary to realize efficient interfaces between both the CAx and PDM systems.
Future Work
This study intends to contribute to the project Aim@Shape within the 6 th Reaserch Framework Program of the European Commission. Objective of the project that will start in 2004 is to advance research in the direction of semantic-based shape representations and semantic-oriented tools to acquire, build, transmit, and process shapes with their associated knowledge. Work in this project will be concerned with formalization of shape knowledge and shape ontologies, interoperability between shapes and knowledge-based design of shapes.
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